The Hobbit

The Desolation of Smaug

****
****
Forget super. This bighearted and
insightful drama, which depicts the
making of 1964's Mory Poppins, is
supercalifragili . . . you get the idea. lt
turns out that the book's author, P.L.
Travers (Emma Thompson), tangled
with Walt Disney (Tom Hanks) and

his team over every production detail,
down to the use of the color red. But
no villains here: The true-life figures
are acutely developed, allowing audiences to empathize with everyone.
And when Travers finally sees the
finished product, her reaction is as
memorable as the classic film itself.
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Evangeline Lilly saves Middle-earthl
Well, almost. But her sensitive warrior adds a dose of estrogen to the
male-dominated sequel, in which Bilbo
(Martin Freeman)and l5 dwarves
continue the crusade to regain their
homeland. lt's worth slogging through
the l6l-minute trip with them to reach
the finale: Benedict Cumberbatch
clearly has a blast voicing Smaug, the
BRADLEY JACOBS
sarcastic dragon.
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S i sippi millionaire's black maid.

OF

author!AhalfAmerican teen
is forced to
become a courtesan
in 1912 Shanghai. Freed years
later, she seeks her mother and
her own lost daughter.
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